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Act 1. The Ancient Yasna Ritual
Act 2. The Ritual Today
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Act 1. The Ancient Yasna Ritual
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The Yasna
• Consists of 72 sections called hâitis.

• Derived from the root yaz- “to sacrifice;” cognate 
with Sanskrit yajña. 

• Performed as a ritual every morning in order to offer 
up the ingredients necessary to regenerate the ahu. 

• Composed in Young Avestan, though the text 
encompasses the Gāthās and the Yasna Haptanghāiti, 
which are composed in Old Avestan.
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Structure of the Yasna

! ! ! ! ! !Spentāmanyū Gāthā!
! ! ! ! !Ushtawaitī g. ! !Vohukhshathrā g.!
! ! ! !Yasna Haptanghāiti ! !Yasna 52!
! ! !Ahunawaitī g. ! ! ! ! !Vahishtōishtī g.!
! !Ahuna vairiya % % % % % %Airyamā ishiyō!
!Yasna 1-27 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Yasna 54-72!!
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Structure of the Yasna

• The text begins with the auuarāne, in which the 
sacrificer declares himself to be for Ahura Mazdā and 
his creation and against the daēuuas. He then invokes 
the ratus of the sacrifice. This is followed by other 
introductory rituals, forming the paragṇā ceremony.

• In the beginning of the yasna proper, the sacrificer 
announces, then assembles, then sacrifices the 
elements of sacrifice.
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Y.11.19-12.1
I praise Order! I scorn the daēuuas!

I shall choose to sacrifice to Ahura Mazdā, like Zarathustra, discarding 
the evil gods and with Ahura Mazdā as my guide.

The auuarâne
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Y.1.1
I announce (them to you)! I am assembling (the sacrifice)

 to/of Ahura Mazdâ,1 who have set (everything in its proper place),
 the wealthy and munificent one, 

the greatest, the best, the most beautiful, 
the firmest, the one with the best guiding thought, the best shaped,

 the one who gets closest to Order (?),
 the one of good Creations, of wide support, 

who has set us in (our) place, who has fashioned us, 
who has *structured us,

who is the most “Life-giving” Spirit.
Y.1.2 

I announce (them to you)! I am assembling (the sacrifice)
 for (regenerating) Good Thought,

 for Best Order,
 for Well-deserved Command,

 for Life-giving Humility,
 for Wholeness and Immortality,

 for the Fashioner of the Cow, the Soul of the Cow,
 for the fire of Ahura Mazdâ,

 the one of the Life-giving Immortals
 who most often takes up his (ritual) position.
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Structure of the yasna

• After invoking, assembling, and sacrificing the 
necessary elements of the yasna, the text 
proceeds to establish Ahura Mazdâ as the ruler 
of the cosmos.
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Y.8.5
May you, O Ahura Mazdâ, rule at will
and wish over your own creations!
Place at will, O waters, at will, O plants, 
at will, O all good (things) whose seed is from/
according to Order,
the Orderly one in power,
the Lieful one out of power!
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Structure of the yasna

• The text then follows with the hymn to haoma 
and establishes the Zarathustra in the role of 
the first to pound the haoma. Following this is 
a litany to the avashis, and then the haoma is 
offered to Ahura Mazdâ.
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Y.27.6
The haomas are about to be filtered,
containing the command of (Ahura) Mazdâ, 
containing the models of Order.
Good Sraosha, who is followed by *Ashi who 
bestows riches—
let him too have taken up his position here.
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Structure of the yasna

• The proper ingredients having been sent up, it is 
time to recite the gâthâs, recapitulating the first 
sacrifice of Zarathustra. 

• In order for the texts to pass through the 
intermediate space (Vâiiu) in order to reach 
paradise (garôdmâna - the house of song), the 
assistance of Sraosha is required, who is invoked in 
Y.57. 
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Structure of the yasna

• The sacrifice concludes with invocations of 
increasing strength, removing evil from the 
darkness, and finally invoking assistance from 
Ahura Mazdâ:
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Y.72.9-10
Come to my help, O Mazdâ,
(for the help of ?) the well-fashioned, 
well-shaped Force,
the obstruction-smashing Strength 
established by Ahura Mazdâ,
the victorious Superiority,—
of Peace with good pastures,
of Vaiiu, whose work is above, set beyond 
the other creations,—
this of yours, O Vaiiu, 
which you have of the Life-giving Spirit,–
of the Firmament, which has its own law,
of boundless Time,
of Time, which long has its own law.
Order is the best good...
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Act 2. The Ritual Today
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The Ritual

• The ritual is today 
performed by two priests, 
who sit in a ritual space 
demarcated by furrows 
(called the urvîs-gâh or 
the yazishn-gâh).

• The chief priest is called 
the zaotar-, and his 
assistant is called râspî-.
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Fire Temples

• The yasna ceremony takes place 
in fire temples. In the medieval 
and modern periods, three grades 
of fire temples are identified: 
dâdgâh, âdarân, and âtash 
behrâm.

• In India today, there are 8 of the 
highest grade fire temple (“Atash 
Bahrām”), the oldest fire of 
which is known as Îrânshâh in 
the town of Udwada. The fire is 
supposed to be more than 1250 
years old.
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